World Building Intervention
This intervention provides systematic, direct instruction that helps students to:
1. learn to decode and blend individual sounds in words, and
2. practice manipulating sounds in order to gain automatic familiarity with the patterns of sounds
in words.
•

One set of letter cards per student

•

A set of large letter cards for the teacher

•

A pocket chart

•

Lists of words

•

Sets of silly sentences

•

One journal per student

For practical information on preparing the necessary materials, please view Word Building Preparation.
The sequence in which you teach sounds often affects a student's ability to learn to decode. For
information about the sequence recommended by Dr. Beck, which is based on the confirmed research
findings of Dr. Beck and others, please view Word Building Sounds Sequence.
Important Note: Word building is a strategy for teaching students to decode, not encode. In practical
terms, this means that you should make sure you don't tell students a word and ask them how to spell
it, because this would be asking them to encode the word. Instead, you always provide the spelling of
the word and then ask them to decode it, to tell you what word those letters make when put together in
that particular order.
1. Students who are sitting quietly are selected to pass out letter cards. You give each student a
baggie or other container of letters, and tell them to hand one to each of their classmates.
2. Students should be instructed to place their letters in ABC order in a straight line across the tops
of their desks or in a tag board letter holder (a folded-over strip into which the cards may be
inserted with the letters still showing).
Note: Unless you are having students cut out letter cards each time, you may want to begin by
practicing the procedure for handing out and arranging letters, and the procedure for collecting
letters at the end. Practicing this procedure till it runs smoothly can save a lot of time and hassle.
Once students have been trained, it is much more efficient to have them distribute and collect
letters than it is to have the teacher do so. It also frees up the teacher to circulate and make sure
individual students are on track.
3. Line up your own letter cards in the top sleeve of your pocket chart. After the students have had
practice with putting letters in ABC order, you may want to put your letters out of order and see
if the students can tell you how to correct your mistakes.

4. Review each letter with the students. Ask them what the name of each letter is, what sound it
makes, and how to write it in the air with their fingers. Say the answers in unison with them,
modeling the correct response. Listen and watch to see if any of them respond incorrectly. The
dialogue runs as follows.
•

Teacher: "What letter is this?"

•

Teacher and Students Together: "A."

•

Teacher: "What sound does it make?" Teacher and Students: "/a/."

•

Teacher: "How do you write it?"

•

Teacher and Students: Write the letter in the air with fingers.

5. Make the first demonstration word by pulling down the necessary letters and lining them up
close together in a lower sleeve of the pocket chart.
6. Tell the students, "This is the word sad." Then tell them to read the word together with you.
Read the word together slowly, running your finger underneath each letter as you make the
sound. Then say the word together at normal speed. This emphasizes the fact that you blended
the sounds together to make a normal word that they can recognize.
7. Next, tell the students you can change this word into a totally new word, just by changing one
letter. Change the one letter necessary to make your second demonstration word. Repeat step 6
with this new word.
8. Now you are ready to tell the students that they can make new words with their own letter
cards. Explain that you will tell them which letter to change, and then they will tell you what
new word has been made. Train them to put the old letter back into its place in ABC order
before they take out the new letter. Explain that sometimes you will take two letters that are
already in the word and make them switch places, and sometimes you will add or take away a
letter without changing any of the other letters in the word.
9. For the first word, tell them what letters to use in what order. For example, "Take down your m
and put it at the beginning of the word. Take down your a and put it in the middle of the word.
Take down your d and put it at the end." Then ask, "What is the word?" (If they struggle, this is a
good time to model cumulative blending, adding one sound at a time cumulatively until you
have sounded out the whole word.)
10. For the rest of the word list, you will tell them what letter to change. You might use such
phrases as, "Take out your d and put your t in its place," "Change the d to t," "Take the d and the
t in your word and change places," "Take out the d," or "Add a t between the s and the a."
11. As soon as you tell them what change to make, always ask, "What is the word?"
12. When they tell you the word, immediately write it down in a column on the chalkboard. Once
you have finished building the different words, have them go back and read through this column
of words to review and consolidate. This column of words will also show them graphically how
one small change can produce a new word.

13. The students should then copy this column of words into their journals. This is an important
step, because it requires students to practice actually writing down the words they learned, with
the letters in the proper sequence. This step helps them make the connection between spoken
words and the written code for these words.
14. End your lesson by having fun with the silly sentences. Students really enjoy these. Write a silly
sentence on the board, using the words you just practiced. Run your finger under the words as
the students decode them.
15. Because each silly sentence is a question, go ahead and have fun with your kids talking over
possible answers to these silly questions.
For a specific example, view Sample Word Building Lesson.
•

Although this strategy takes time and effort, it is definitely worthwhile. Because it systematically
and directly teaches your students to decode, it saves a lot of time in the long run and helps
prevent possible later decoding problems as well.

•

A lot of things happen in quick succession during a word building lesson. It may take a little time
to get the hang of word building, and that's okay. Just take it one piece at a time, and word
building will soon become a part of your classroom routine.

